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How to Recognize and Identify a Jew, 
Part 3 
By 
John Doe Goy 
 
 
Part 3 is an add on to How to Recognize and Identify 
a Jew, Parts 1 and 2 
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Note the long and disproportionate lower jaw. 
Also, with the Jew on the right in the color photo, the 
slanted down eyes. The Jews were at one time in 
Japan, many centuries ago and stole copiously from 
the Japanese religion of Shintoism. The suffix “KIN” 
on many Jewish surnames, such as “Rivkin” is the 
word for “gold” in Japanese. The little black box that 
orthodox Jews wear upon their foreheads was stolen 
from Shintoism, among other things.   

 
Note, though this Jewish girl 
has straight blonde hair, note 
her long jaw and pointed 
chin. Also, her classic Jewish 
nose.  
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names add-on here.  
 
The suffix “KIN” on many Jewish surnames, such as “Rivkin” is the 
word for “gold” in Japanese. Any name with a “KIN” on the end is 
Jewish.  
Another suffix is “EL.” As in “Edel.” The “EL” can also occur in the 
middle of the Jewish surname as with Edelman/n, Edelsberg, 
Edelstein, etc.  
 
For a list of Jewish surnames, please see How to Recognize and 
Identify a Jew, Part 2. 
 
Please be aware, as several rabbis have written, the Jewish modus 
operandi is to “CONQUER FROM WITHIN.” They have been doing 
this for centuries. Nearly all NS groups, groups that are racially aware 
and onto the Jewish menace are infiltrated by Jews. They kiss ass, 
and work their way up to positions of influence and power and then 
proceed to rot the organization out from the inside. Racial 
background and color does not matter. Jews took down Black leader 
Marcus Garvey who was against them and advocated racial 
separation. 
 
They work relentlessly to gain trust, especially the trust of those who 
are in positions of power. They will try to get members to commit 
crimes and related so they wind up in prison. Anyone in prison is no 
threat to the Jewish regime.  
 
One prominent White racialist is now serving some 40 years in 
prison. He was deliberately framed. Jews went as far as they staged 
a life threatening attack on him, of which one infiltrator “saved” his 
life. The entire deal was a false set up. This unfortunately gained his 
trust. The infiltrator then proceeded to get him to reply to a statement 
in a way that was seriously twisted and he is now in prison.  
 
Every organization that is Jewish aware has been taken down this 
way, or seriously compromised. Idiots who support Christianity, Islam, 
and other Jewish “religious” programs only open themselves to 
Jewish curses. Do some research. Very few if any died of natural 
causes.  
www.exposingchristianity.com 


